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Greetings,
Happy spring! Although the first day of the season was a good week
and a half ago, for most of America the flowers have only just started
blooming. At any rate, the moment the weather turns, many of us rush
headlong to the warmest place we can find to enjoy a little spring
break. For those with kids, it’s really the one blessed time of year you
can take a family vacation that isn’t sandwiched by major holidays or
baking hot in the height of summer.
If you’ve been itching to don some shorts, pop open a folding chair,
and soak in some sun with the company of family and friends, keep
reading, because we have several great American companies to help
you enjoy the warm days to come.

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
Nothing screams warm weather like a cooler full of beer or soda. But
you have to be careful which brand will hold your precious iced
beverages. Igloo was actually sued by the Department of Justice for

hiring seasonal foreign workers instead of American workers.
Meanwhile Yeti, which markets itself as a more conservative
company, issued a leftwing “environmental, social, and governance”
report so chock full of “inclusion,” “equity,” and “climate change”
references that it may as well have been written by a purple-haired
gender studies major.
We’ve got a much better option. It’s called Bison Coolers, and when
they say “Made In America,” they really mean it. Besides ice chests,
Texas-based Bison Coolers also sells cooler bags, drinkware, chairs,
and clothing.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
Fold out a chair and relax under some shade with the help of
Anywhere Chair, a 30-year-old American company based in North
Carolina that provides resort-style chairs, umbrellas, and cabanas. If
you decide to leave the protection of your umbrella and catch some
rays, Sol Scents offers high-quality sunscreen created by folks from
Miami, Florida who know how intense the sun can be.
If you’re planning on hitting the beach this season, go in style with
summer-wear from Howler Brothers. The company may be based in
Austin, Texas, hundreds of miles from the nearest ocean, but the
best-friend co-founders Chase Hard and Andy Stepanian sure do
know how to make good looking shirts, boardshorts, hats, and more.

Do you know a business or business owner that should be featured in ALIGN? Let us know!

The Bigger Picture
If you're looking for something new to listen to when you hit the road
or board a flight, remember the folks behind ALIGN also run
American Firebrand, whose podcasts provide cutting edge political
commentary rallying our side to fight to win.
For all the crucial angles on the media-and-big-tech cover-up of
Biden's corruption, listen to recent episodes of Molly McCann's
"America's Moment" and Paige Willey's "THIS IS YOUR
COUNTRY".
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